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Motivation 
 The Cloud is a complex and heterogeneous composition of physical machines 
and services. It is heterogeneous because capital allocators in companies do not 
buy new hardware every year and machines age, and the software on those 
machines are not always at the same version. It is complex because of the software 
stack on the machines: various kinds of operating systems, web/database/application 
servers, and because a large number of the services nowadays are multi-tier, i.e., 
are composed of separated services that can reside on different machines. Consider 
for instance a classical e-service with a web interface (e.g., a page in Javascript) 
residing on the machine of a datacentre d1, while the logic is situated remotely on 
another datacentre d2 and the database in a PaaS provider (e.g., Google Datastore). 
 The problem is now that there are potentially an infinite number of machines 
where to put processes or services, and that the placement of a service on a specific 
environment can have an impact on its performance.  
Challenges  
 Capital Allocator in companies have the role of assessing the performance of 
assets, and making decisions such as: changing the performance grade of an asset, 
decommissioning and asset, buying some new assets. These decisions are made on 
a regular basis in the Enterprise, at the global level or at the level of a single 
datacentre. For them, grouping workloads in virtual machines (VM) make things 
easier as it hides the complexity of the internal software stack and allows to attach 
just few key indicators to a VM. The question of placement then becomes one of 
mapping VM to PM, and very often researchers understand it as a particular instance 
of the bin-packing problem. This problem is classical in computer science and 
consists in trying to optimise some utility function associated with the assignment of 
items to bins. It is unfortunately, as we will see in the rest of this section, very 
sensitive to the size of the instance and the resolution time. 
 One major challenge is that, while the size of datacentres varies a lot, it is 
usually a very large problem. For instance, number of machines ranges from few 
machines (e.g., in a SME or a university), to hundred of thousands of machines for 
large datacentres (Miller, 2013). The number of processes or VM hosted on each 
machines is also large: from one VM per PM in non virtualised environments, to more 
than a hundred of VM per PM on big servers.  
 Another challenge concerns the time offered for the placement decision. In 
the Enterprise, like in most companies, the process is very iterative and distributed: 
placement plans need to be approved by CAs, and are not applied directly from the 
top. This means that a plan will be updated multiple times before reaching a state 
where all parties agreed, and the placement algorithms need to run quickly enough to 
incorporate the modifications given by the different CAs consulted. 
Related Work 
 Most papers in the literature focus on operation research solutions for 
optimised placement (e.g., constraint programming, linear programming) (Hermenier, 
2009; Feller, 2011). While their quality is usually very good, they are often extremely 
slow and fail at giving a `practical’ solution for the case we consider – multiple parties 
collaborating interactively in a company. Industry products also do no really address 
this specific case of server consolidation. They have usually two different objectives: 
load balancing in a subset of the datacentre of VM physical migration, while an 
automatic (and interactive) placement in the global context, i.e., in the Enterprise as a 
whole, is desirable. 
A Different Approach: iVMp 
 (Li, 2013) have proposed recently a heuristic based placement taking into 
account individual permissions, obligations or special preferences. They call iVMp for 
interactive VM placement, and describe it as an agile solution, as CAs interact with 
plans made by the algorithm to iteratively find an adequate solution (see Figure 1). 
Among the different subsets of an enterprise IT infrastructure, each CA may have 
different placement objectives, such as what VM can run on which machine (e.g., 
specific country licensing may apply), or what load to put on what VM (e.g., for some 
energy efficiency purpose). In iVMp, the authors propose to let the CAs interact with 
the plans and find `together’ a solution. They compare their solution to IBM ILOG 
CPLEX, the best optimisation solution available, and to few heuristics (Lee, 20110. 
They show that iVMp provides a near optimal solution (very close to CPLEX) while 
the processing time is acceptable and better than CPLEX. In Figure 2 they increase 
the size of their problem (342 PM, number of VM on the x-axis) and while CPLEX 
does not scale, iVMp gives a solution in few seconds. 
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Figure	  1.	  Overview	  of	  our	  Agile	  Capital	  Allocation	  System.	  
	  
Figure	  2.	  Scale-­‐up,	  logarithmic	  scale:	  CPLEX	  and	  iVMp	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